Cybersecurity in the Health Care Industry

50% of reported health care data security incidents stem from healthcare ransomware attacks

ATTORNEY ADVERTISING. Results depend on a number of factors unique to each matter. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome.
WEAK SPOTS

INSIDERS
(including employees)

cause 43% of data breach incidents

50% of network attacks will hide in encrypted traffic by 2017
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IMPACTS

Hospitals have experienced as many as 10 DAYS of downtime (Hollywood Presbyterian Medical Center)

Average time to discover breaches caused by insider wrongdoing: 607 DAYS

27+ million patient records breached

ATTORNEY ADVERTISING. Results depend on a number of factors unique to each matter. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome.
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COSTS

$2.2m Average cost per hack

Settlement claims payouts
UP TO $8.3 MILLION
TO 50,000+ CUSTOMERS

DATA BREACH COST PER RECORD

$402 health care industry VS $158 other fields

ATTORNEY ADVERTISING. Results depend on a number of factors unique to each matter. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome.